June 2011 investor update

Background
The Fund was established in August 2007 with the objective of
investing in a diversified range of property funds with underlying
investments in European commercial property. The Fund currently
has investments in the APN Poland Retail Fund, the APN Vienna
Retail Fund and the APN Champion Retail Fund.

Fund update
The Fund has recently completed its FY2011 results, delivering a
$19,000 profit (compared with a loss for the 2010 financial year of
$2,083,000). This result reflects stabilisation in the value of the
Fund’s three principal investments (in the Vienna, Poland and
Champion Retail funds) and the receipt of distribution income from
the Vienna and Champion investments over the year.
The performance of these three investments varies between them,
with the stake in the Poland Fund held at nil as a result of its nil unit
price, with the Champion Fund held at $0.5904 per unit and the
Vienna Fund held at $0.6367 per unit.
The valuation results for the underlying property portfolio over the
year to June 2011 are solid, with a gain of 3.2% reported for
Shopping Centre Nord (Vienna Fund) and a decline of 0.1% reported
for the Champion portfolio, against a further weakening in Greek real
estate investment market conditions. Occupancy levels across all of
the underlying properties in which the Fund is indirectly invested
remain in excess of 90% and weighted average lease expiry metrics
ranging from 3.6 to 4.9 years, these metrics are positive indicators in
the stability of the cash flows being generated from the Vienna and
Champion portfolios.
While the Champion and Vienna Funds have limited headroom under
their senior debt loan to valuation ratio covenants, each of these
funds is within the relevant limit, and each has significant headroom
under its interest cover ratio covenant.
The future performance of the Fund will continue to depend on the
performance of its investments, which in turn are dependent on
European real estate markets and the trading performance of the
underlying property portfolio. Further information is provided below on
the performance of the Fund’s investments to June 2011.
It is currently expected that the Fund’s underlying investments will be
realised by the end of 2013 in line with scheduled fund expiry dates,
at which point capital would be returned to the Fund’s investors.

Market update
Whilst the majority of Eurozone member countries have moved out
of technical recessions, Europe’s economic outlook remains
uncertain, with consensus forecasts of below trend growth through
2011 and 2012 for the region. Relatively high levels of
unemployment and weak consumer spending continue to be
reported which reflect the ongoing effects of the global financial
crisis.
Serious sovereign debt concerns for a number of the peripheral
economies of the Eurozone – Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and
Spain have emerged through the 2011 financial year, contributing
to significant volatility across financial markets. Unprecedented,
coordinated action between the European Central Bank and the
governments of Germany and France in particular, has been
employed to avert sovereign debt defaults and support the
banking system. However, notwithstanding these measures, the
economic outlook and the future of the European Union in its
current form remains unclear at this point. This uncertainty
continues to weigh on financial markets with investors generally
adopting risk-averse positions.
Vienna’s economy continues to perform relatively strongly, with
gross domestic product (GDP) growth of 4.0% during the March
2011 quarter and low unemployment of 4.3% at May 2011.
Austrian occupier markets have seen prime rents stable or rising
and a number of international retailers seeking space to expand
into Vienna. Similarly, the investment market is performing well,
both in terms of transactional activity and pricing levels, which
have seen benchmark yields on comparable shopping centres
sharpen to below 7%.

Key points
Fund unit price steady at $0.1625.
Distributions received in FY11 from Champion & Vienna
Fund reported a profit in FY2011
Underlying real estate assets in Greece and Austria
performing robustly
 Distributions remain suspended
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Poland’s economy delivered output growth of 3.8% over the year to
December 2010, a stand-out for Central and Easter Europe, with the
central bank raising rates by 0.25% to 4% in March 2011. Polish real
estate markets have performed strongly, with growth in reported
transactions of 5% over the year to June 2011, however this level of
activity has not been seen in the non-prime segments of the market.
Occupier demand for retail space in Poland remains solid although
evidence of rental growth is scarce.

Greece’s economic difficulties have been widely reported throughout
the 2011 financial year, with rescue financing packages being
implemented to avert a default on its government debt. In response to
European and international financial assistance, Greece has
implemented major spending cuts through an austerity program
which has led to further increases in unemployment and lower
consumer spending. Retailing conditions therefore remain tough, and
the investment market remains very subdued given investor risk
appetite and a scarcity of debt finance for commercial property
transactions.

Key information at 30 June 2011
Financial Information

APN Poland Retail Fund

APN Vienna Retail Fund

APN Champion Retail Fund

Investment allocation (by value)
Fund gross assets
Unit price($)
Senior debt ratios
LVR (actual vs limit)
ICR (actual vs limit) (times)
Fund scheduled end date
Property Information

0%
A$43.4m
0.0000

87%
A$159.4
0.6367

13%
€72.2m
0.5904

–
–
Dec 2011 (unless extended)

72.6% (75.75%)
1.59 (1.20)
Sep 2013

59.3% (60.0%)
3.05 (2.00)
Oct 2013

Properties
Size (Gross Lettable Area)
Car spaces
Tenants
Key tenants

1
24,401m²
360
128
Supermarket – Piotr & Pawel
Fashion – H&M, C&A
4.9 years
90.6%
€2.3 million
€30.7 million
€12.4/m²/month

1
37,372m²
1500
93
Supermarket – Merkur Markt
Fashion – H&M
3.6 years
95.5%
€6.4 million
€104.4 million
€15.4/m²/month

16
51,615m²
–
1
Carrefour Marinopoulos

Weighted average lease expiry
Occupancy (by income)
Net operating income (annual)
Property valuation
Average rent

6.5 years
100.0%
€5.5 million
€68.0 million
€9.9/m²/month
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